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Juan Carlos Bribiesca-Alcala, a native and citizen of Mexico, petitions pro
se for review of the Board of Immigration Appeals’ (“BIA”) order denying his
motion to reconsider. Our jurisdiction is governed by 8 U.S.C. § 1252. We review
for abuse of discretion the denial of a motion to reconsider. Mohammed v.
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Gonzales, 400 F.3d 785, 791-92 (9th Cir. 2005). We deny in part and dismiss in
part the petition for review.
In his opening brief, Bribiesca-Alcala fails to address, and thereby waives
any challenge to, the BIA’s denial of his motion to reconsider for failure to identify
any error of law or fact in its prior decision denying his motion to reopen. See
Martinez-Serrano v. INS, 94 F.3d 1256, 1259-60 (9th Cir. 1996) (holding issues
which are not specifically raised and argued in a party’s opening brief are waived).
We lack jurisdiction to review Petitioner’s contention that the filing deadline
for his motion should have been equitably tolled on account of the actions or
inactions of the Department of Homeland Security because Bribiesca-Alcala failed
to raise it before the BIA. See Barron v. Ashcroft, 358 F.3d 674, 677-78 (9th Cir.
2004) (generally requiring exhaustion of claims before the agency).
In light of our disposition, we need not reach Bribiesca-Alcala’s remaining
contentions.
PETITION FOR REVIEW DENIED in part; DISMISSED in part.
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